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Exoplanets that orbit close to their host stars are much more highly irradi-

ated than their Solar System counterparts. Understanding the thermal struc-

tures and appearances of these planets requires investigating how their at-

mospheres respond to such extreme stellar forcing. We present spectroscopic

thermal emission measurements as a function of orbital phase (“phase-curve

observations”) for the highly-irradiated exoplanet WASP-43b spanning three

full planet rotations using the Hubble Space Telescope. With these data, we

construct a map of the planet’s atmospheric thermal structure, from which

we find large day-night temperature variations at all measured altitudes and a

monotonically decreasing temperature with pressure at alllongitudes. We also

derive a Bond albedo of0.18+0.07
−0.12 and an altitude dependence in the hot-spot

offset relative to the substellar point.

Previous exoplanet phase-curve observations (1–7) have revealed day-night temperature

contrasts and hot-spot offsets relative to the substellar point (the point at which the host star

would be perceived to be directly overhead). However, theseobservations were limited to

broadband photometry; therefore, the altitudes probed by the phase curves were not uniquely

constrained. Spectroscopic phase curves can break previous degeneracies by permitting us to

uniquely identify the main atmospheric opacity source within the observed bandpass and infer

the planet’s atmospheric temperature-pressure profile as afunction of orbital phase (8–12).

The WASP-43 system contains a transiting Jupiter-size exoplanet on a 19.5-hour orbit around

its K7 host star (13). Previous measurements (14–17) of its dayside thermal emission detect no

signs of a thermal inversion and suggest low day-night energy redistribution. However, the

precise thermal structure of the dayside atmosphere remains unknown without higher resolu-

tion observations, and the planet’s global energy budget and atmospheric heat-redistribution

efficiency is poorly constrained without observations of the nightside.
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Over 4 - 7 November 2013, we used the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) instrument from

the Hubble Space Telescope(HST) to observe three nearly-consecutive orbits of WASP-43b.

The planet orbits so close to its host star that it is tidally locked. Therefore, orbital phase is

equivalent to rotational phase for the planet, and observations over a complete orbit allow us

to map the entire surface of the planet.HSTalso acquired data for three primary transits and

two secondary eclipses, where the planet passes in front of and behind its host star, respectively,

between 9 November 2013 and 5 December 2013. All of the observations used the G141 grism

(1.1 – 1.7µm) and the bi-directional spatial scan mode.

Using custom software (18,19), we reduced the data and extracted the spectra. We produced

time-series spectroscopy by dividing the spectra into 15 0.035-µm-wide channels (7 pixels,

resolutionR = λ/∆λ ∼ 37). We also produced band-integrated “white” light curves toresolve

finer details in the shape of the phase curve (Fig. 1). We simultaneously fit the light curves using

transit and uniform-source eclipse models (20), a baseline flux for eachHSTscan direction, two

standard model components forHST orbit-long and visit-long systematics, and a sinusoidal

function to represent the phase variation (19,21). We estimate uncertainties using a differential-

evolution Markov-chain Monte Carlo (DE-MCMC) algorithm (18) and utilize an independent

analysis pipeline (21) to confirm our light-curve fits.

The white light phase curve (Fig. 1) reveals a distinct increase in flux as the tidally-locked

dayside rotates into view. The flux peaks prior to secondary eclipse (eastward of the substellar

point) and then decreases until the planet transits in frontof its host star. Because the phase

curve minimum occurs west of the anti-stellar point, we detect a strong asymmetry (∼ 10σ) in

the shape of the observed phase curve. We measure a white light curve eclipse depth that is

consistent with the peak-to-peak planet flux variation. This confirms a relatively cool night side

and poor heat redistribution. Table S1 lists our best-fit parameters with uncertainties.

We gain additional information by decomposing the white light phase curve into 15 spec-
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trophotometric channels (Fig. 2). The spectrally-resolved phase curves exhibit wavelength-

dependent amplitudes, phase shifts, and eclipse depths (Table S2). We use the measured phase-

resolved emission spectra (Fig. 2C) to infer the temperaturestructure and molecular abundances

at 15 binned orbital phases (each of width 0.0625). We fit atmospheric models to these spec-

tra using a DE-MCMC approach from the CHIMERA Bayesian retrievalsuite (22). For each

phase, a five-parameter, double-gray radiative equilibrium solution parameterizes the planet’s

temperature structure (23). The models include six thermochemically plausible and spectrally

prominent absorbers (H2O, CH4, CO, CO2, NH3, and H2S). We find that water is the only ab-

sorber to significantly influence the phase-resolved emission spectra (Fig. 2). The model spectra

are in good agreement with the data, achieving a typicalχ2 value of 18 with 15 data points and

6 relevant free parameters (Fig. S3).

Using the atmospheric models to estimate the day- and night-side fluxes, we find that the

planet redistributes heat poorly (19, F = 0.503+0.021
−0.003, whereF = 0.5 → 1 spans the range

from zero to full heat redistribution). This is predicted tooccur when the radiative timescale

is shorter than the relevant dynamical timescales, including those for wave propagation and

advection over a hemisphere (24). Poor redistribution has been inferred before, but only for

hot Jupiters receiving significantly greater stellar flux than WASP-43b (4, 7). We estimate the

fraction of incident stellar light reflected by WASP-43b’s atmosphere by computing the day-

and night-side bolometric fluxes from the model spectra and find a Bond albedo of0.18+0.07
−0.12.

This method assumes energy balance with the parent star but requires no detection of reflected

light (19). The low Bond albedo is consistent with model predictions that hot Jupiters absorb

most of the flux incident upon them (11,25,26).

The atmospheric model fits reveal information about WASP-43b’s phase-dependent thermal

structure at the pressure levels probed by these observations (Fig. 3). Depending on the wave-

length and phase, these pressures range from 0.01 to 1 bar (Fig. S4). The retrieved thermal
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profiles are consistent with a global, monotonically decreasing temperature with altitude, as

would be expected from radiative cooling without high altitude absorbers of stellar radiation.

As a test, we compare the retrieved dayside-averaged thermal profile to three scenarios of self-

consistent radiative equilibrium models (27) and find that it is most congruous with the thermal

structure expected at the substellar point (Fig. S5). This result supports our findings of a low

day-night heat redistribution.

Adopting the same sinusoidal function used to fit the phase variation (19), we invert the

spectroscopic light curves into longitudinally-resolvedbrightness temperature maps (28, Fig.

4). The brightness temperature,TB, is a function of atmospheric opacity, and water vapor is the

main source of opacity in this bandpass. BecauseTB is systematically cooler within the water

band, this signifies the global presence of water vapor within the pressure regions probed by

these measurements (Fig. S7).

The large measured day-night luminosity difference of WASP-43b (19, Lday/Lnight > 20

at 1σ, mode∼ 40) stands in stark contrast to the modest day-night differences inferred from

Spitzerphotometry for giant planets such as HD 189733b, HD 209458b,and HD 149026b that

are similarly irradiated (1, 5, 24). Unlike Spitzerdata, our spectrum samples the planet’s flux

near the peak of its Planck curve, allowing a more robust determination of the total dayside lu-

minosity. This data set suggests that derived day-night differences may be strongly wavelength

dependent and that mid-infrared photometry may not give a complete picture of planetary cir-

culation.

Brightness temperature maps, being functions of both longitude and atmospheric depth, re-

veal the dynamics of a planet’s atmosphere. Phase-curve peaks prior to the time of secondary

eclipse (as seen in Fig. 1) have previously been reported in hot Jupiters (1,6) and match predic-

tions from 3D circulation models (29–31). Such models show that the eastward offset results

from a strong jet stream at the equator; our observations thus suggest that WASP-43b exhibits
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such an eastward-flowing jet. Our spectrophotometric observations further demonstrate the

influence of water vapor on the emergent thermal structure. Inside the water band (1.35 – 1.6

µm), observations probe lower atmospheric pressures (higher altitudes) and we measure smaller

phase-curve peak offsets relative to the other wavelengths(Figs. S7 and S8). This is qualita-

tively consistent with variable brown dwarf measurements (32) and circulation-model predic-

tions (24, 30, 31, 33), which show that smaller displacements are expected at higher altitudes

where radiative timescales are much shorter than the relevant dynamical timescales. However,

the observed westward offset of the coldest regions from theantistellar point is puzzling and is

not predicted by most models.

The strong day-night temperature variation observed for WASP-43b distinguishes itself

from the predominantly uniform temperatures of the Solar System giant planets. This illustrates

the importance of radiative forcing on the atmospheres of close-in exoplanets. Phase-resolved

emission spectroscopy offers a unique way to determine how the extreme stellar radiation inci-

dent on these planets is absorbed, circulated, and re-emitted. The door is now open to observa-

tions that can constrain theories of planetary atmosphericdynamics in a new regime.
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Fig. 1: Band-integrated phase curve of WASP-43b.The systematics-corrected flux values are
binned in time, normalized to the stellar flux, and have 1σ error bars. Each color represents data
acquired from a differentHSTvisit. The phase curve depicts steadily increasing and decreasing
observed flux which originates from different longitudes ofthe tidally-locked planet as it makes
one complete rotation. Light from the planet is blocked nearan orbital phase of 0.5 as it is
eclipsed by its host star. The model phase curve maximum occurs 40± 3 minutes prior to
the midpoint of secondary eclipse, which corresponds to a shift of 12.3 ± 1.0◦ East of the
substellar point. The model phase curve minimum occurs 34± 5 minutes after the primary
transit midpoint, or 10.6± 1.4◦ West of the anti-stellar point. As a result, maximum planetary
emission occurs 0.436± 0.005 orbits after the observed minimum (for depths probed by these
observations) and the shape of the phase curve is asymmetric. Inset, for comparison, is the white
light curve primary transit. It is interesting to note that the observed flux values are consistently
low for ∼30 minutes after transit egress.
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Fig. 2: Phase-resolved emission spectrum of WASP-43b relative to the stellar flux. A,
The histograms of the unbinned phase-curve residuals are separated horizontally by wavelength
(colors, defined on the abscissa of panelC) for clarity. The residuals are Gaussian distributed
with a zero mean and show no evidence of correlated noise.B, We show binned phase curves
(colored points with 1σ error bars) and best-fit models (colored lines). The planet emission is
normalized with respect to the stellar flux and separated horizontally by wavelength for clarity.
The gray region depicts the time of secondary eclipse.C, We illustrate a subset of data points
from panelB, except plotted as a function of wavelength and with best-fitatmospheric models
(colored lines). White diamonds depict the models binned to the resolution of the data. For
clarity, we only display planet-to-star flux ratios at four planet phases: full (0.5, secondary
eclipse), wanning gibbous (0.62), half (0.75), and wanningcrescent (0.88). In Figs. S1 – S3,
we provide full 1D and 2D representations of panelsB andC. A time-lapse video of the planet’s
phase-resolved emission spectrum is available in Movie S1.
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Fig. 3: Thermal profiles of WASP-43b at select orbital phases.Higher pressures indicate
deeper within the planet’s atmosphere. Colored curves depict median values with 1σ uncertainty
regions for the assumed parameterization of the retrieval.We illustrate the temperature asymme-
try on the planet’s night side immediately before and after transit (orbital phase = 0.0625 and
0.9375), the similar thermal profiles on WASP-43b’s morningand evening terminators (0.25
and 0.75), and the dayside-averaged profile (0.5). TheHST/WFC3 measurements probe the
atmosphere primarily between 0.01 and 1.0 bar (horizontal dotted lines). The retrieved model
profiles are 1D representations of the disk-integrated flux values at each phase. However, be-
cause the emitted flux values at these wavelengths are near the peak of the Planck curve, the
flux goes asT 5 or more and the disk-integrated thermal profiles are heavilyweighted towards
the hotter dayside. As a result, there is no significant change in the modeled temperature struc-
ture over half of the orbital phases (0.25→ 0.75, when the substellar point is visible). We plot
individual pressure-temperature profiles with 1σ uncertainty regions in Fig. S4. A time-lapse
video of WASP-43b’s phase-resolved thermal profile is available in Movie S1.
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Fig. 4: Longitudinally-resolved brightness temperature maps of WASP-43b in all fif-
teen spectrophotometric channels.Black regions in this Robinson projection indicate no
discernible contribution. Numbers indicate the wavelength in µm. The observations constrain
the brightness temperature at each longitude, but contain no latitudinal information (we assign
a cos2 weighting). In general, the change in temperature is relatively small over the planet’s
dayside (-90◦ to +90◦) and comparatively extreme near±120◦, thus indicating that we detect
emission over the planet’s entire dayside. Since WASP-43b does not contain a thermal in-
version at these pressures, the hotter regions at a given longitude sample deeper within the
atmosphere. The presence of water vapor in the planet’s atmosphere explains the relatively cool
brightness temperature from 1.35 – 1.6µm. Outside of the water feature, the brightness temper-
ature peak (indicated in white) is predominantly eastward (towards positive longitudes) of the
substellar point. This correlation is readily seen in Fig. S8 and matches the predictions of three-
dimensional circulation models. Fig. S6 displays one dimensional brightness temperatures with
uncertainty regions.
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Materials and Methods

Each phase curve visit consists of 13 or 14HSTorbits and each primary transit or secondary

eclipse visit consists of four orbits. To improve observational efficiency, the telescope oper-

ated in spatial scan mode, scanning at a rate of 0.08′′s−1 and alternating between the forward

and reverse directions. In each scan direction, the instrument made 15 non-destructive reads

(SPARS10 sampling) over 103 seconds, the maximum duration possible with these settings.

The observations achieved a duty cycle of∼73%. Typically, we acquired 19 exposures per

HSTorbit and 1151 exposures total over all visits. In the extracted 1D spectra, we achieved

a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of∼1,300 per pixel. This corresponds to a S/N of∼3,300 per

spectrophotometric bin of width 7 pixels.

The WFC3 spatial scan data contain a previously-documented orbit-long systematic that

we fit with an exponential ramp model component. The ramp systematic is steepest during

the firstHSTorbit and nearly consistent in shape over the remaining orbits. Some visits have

secondHST-orbit ramps that are also noticeably steeper. Accordingly, we do not include data

from the first orbit and, when necessary, fit an additional exponential ramp model component

to the second orbit. Excluding the second orbit from the phase-curve data does not change our

conclusions.

To model each visit-long trend, we use a linear function for the five shorter eclipse/transit

observations and a quadratic function for the three longer phase-curve observations. In each

case, we use the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to determine the appropriate order of

polynomial. Using a quadratic trend for the transit/eclipse observations does not change our

results. Using a linear trend for the phase-curve observations results in poor fits in which phase-

curve minima fall below the in-eclipse flux (which is physically impossible) for many of the

channels. We also tested multi-visit-long sinusoid modelswith various periods, but could not
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achieve better fits than those presented in our final analysis. We include the curved flux base-

line (from the planet’s phase variation) in the transit and eclipse models so as to not bias the

measured depths.

The sinusoidal function used to represent the band-integrated (white light) phase variation

takes the formc1 cos[2π(t − c2)/P ] + c3 cos[4π(t − c4)/P ], wheret is time,P is the planet’s

orbital period, andc1 - c4 are free parameters. The second sinusoidal term allows us tofit for

an asymmetric phase curve, which we detect with∼ 10σ confidence in the white light curve

data. We do not detect changes in the light-curve due to ellipsoidal variation in the shape of the

planet or host star.

In the spectroscopic phase curves, we do not detect statistically significant asymmetry;

therefore, we fixc3 andc4 to zero. Additionally, we fix the ratio between the semi-major axis

and the stellar radius (a/R⋆) and the cosine of the inclination (cos i) in the spectroscopic fits

using best-fit values from the white light curve data. Each spectrophotometric channel shares a

common set of eclipse-depth and phase-curve parameters.

We estimate uncertainties using a differential-evolutionMarkov-chain Monte Carlo (DE-

MCMC) algorithm. Assuming the flux variation is solely from theplanet, it is unphysical

for the phase-curve to fall below the in-eclipse flux, so we apply an asymmetric prior toc1

(the phase-curve amplitude) wherein credible amplitudes have an uninformative prior and un-

physical amplitudes have a Gaussian prior with a standard deviation equal to the eclipse depth

uncertainty in each spectrophotometric channel.

In our analyses of the spectroscopic data, we tested both sinusoid and double-sinusoid mod-

els when fitting the phase curves. We find that the double sinusoid is unjustified according to the

BIC. Nonetheless, we explored the dependence of our free parameters on our choice of model.

Both sets of eclipse depths are consistent to well-within 1σ. We also find that the phase-curve

amplitudes in 13 of the 15 channels are consistent at the 1σ level, and all channels are consistent
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to within 2σ. Although the computed uncertainties in the phase-curve amplitudes and peak off-

sets for both model combinations are also consistent, we note that four channels exhibit some

model dependence (> 2σ) in their best-fit peak offsets. Relative to the pressure-peak offset

trend observed in Fig. S7, some outliers with the sinusoid model achieve more consistent peak

offsets with the double sinusoid. However, the latter is also true as some consistent peak off-

sets with the sinusoid model become outliers with the doublesinusoid. Ultimately, one model

combination does not consistently achieve more reliable results than the other.

Supplementary Text

Observations of the thermal emission from the dayside and night side of a planet can inform us

on its Bond albedo and heat redistribution efficiency. Here wederive, using energy balance, the

Bond albedo and our metric for estimating the redistributionefficiency. We need not make use

of any reflected-light observations. First, we must derive the bolometric dayside and night-side

fluxes (and their uncertainties) by integrating over wavelength an ensemble of spectra from the

MCMC retrieval. The model spectra are only constrained over the WFC3 bandpass; however,

a majority of the flux emanates from near- to mid-infrared wavelengths. Therefore, we use the

MCMC ensemble of fitted atmospheric properties to predict theplanetary spectrum out to 20

µm. This extrapolation contributes to most of the uncertainty in the measured bolometric fluxes.

Upon integrating, we obtain a dayside bolometric flux,F day, of (3.9− 4.1)× 105 W m−2 and a

night-side bolometric flux,F night, of < 0.18× 105 W m−2 at 1σ. With these bolometric fluxes,

we can compute the desired quantities.

First, we derive the Bond albedo. Assuming all of the energy absorbed by the planet is re-

radiated and neglecting internal heat from within the planet, we obtain the following relation:

S⋆(1− AB)πR
2
p = 2πR2

p(Fday + Fnight), (1)
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whereAB is the Bond albedo andRp is the planet radius. The stellar flux at the planet,S⋆, is

given by:

S⋆ = σT 4
⋆

(

R⋆

a

)2

, (2)

whereσ is the Steffan-Boltzman constant,T⋆ is the stellar effective temperature,R⋆ is the

stellar radius, anda is the planet’s semi major axis. The left-hand-side (LHS) ofEquation 1

is the stellar flux incident upon the planet and the right-hand-side (RHS) is the flux re-radiated

from the planet. Using our computedF day andF night values, the measured stellar effective

temperature (4,520± 120 K), and the measureda/R⋆ (4.855± 0.002), we determine the Bond

albedo to be 0.078 – 0.262.

Second, we rewrite the heat redistribution efficiency in terms of our observed quantities. If

both planet sides have the same temperature (F day= F night, full redistribution) then Equation 1

becomes:

S⋆(1− AB)πR
2
p = 4πR2

pFdayF , (3)

whereF is the redistribution factor, which is unity in the case of full redistribution. We equate

the RHS of Equation 1 to the RHS of Equation 3 and then solve for the redistribution factor:

F =
1

2
(1 +

Fnight

Fday

). (4)

In the case of full redistribution (F day= F night), we recoverF = 1. If there is no redistribution,

meaning all of the flux emanates from only the dayside (F night= 0), thenF = 0.5. Inputing the

measuredF day andF night values, we find thatF = 0.500 – 0.524.
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Table S1: Best-Fit White Light Parameters with 1σ Uncertainties

Parameter Value
Transit Times (BJDTDB) 2456601.02729(2)

2456602.65444(2)
2456603.46792(2)
2456605.90822(2)
2456612.41604(3)
2456615.66978(1)

Rp/R⋆ 0.15948(4)
a/R⋆ 4.855(2)
cos i 0.13727(19)
Eclipse Times (BJDTDB) 2456601.43503(16)

2456602.25412(14)
2456603.87485(13)
2456608.75729(23)
2456632.34584(12)

Eclipse Depth (ppm) 461(5)
c1 (ppm) 234(2)
c2 (BJDTDB) 2456601.4290(12)
c3 (ppm) 29(1)
c4 (BJDTDB) 2456601.3486(15)
BJDTDB, Barycentric Julian Date, Barycen-
tric Dynamical Time; ppm, parts per million.
Parentheses indicated 1σ uncertainties in the
least significant digit(s).

Table S2: Best-Fit Spectroscopic Parameters with 1σ Uncertainties

Wavelength PC amplitude PC peak offset Eclipse depth DaysideTB

(µm) (ppm) (minutes) (ppm) (K)
1.1425 177±16 -28±32 367±45 1,809±33
1.1775 213±13 -28±24 431±39 1,826±25
1.2125 215±13 -57±24 414±38 1,791±25
1.2475 242±12 -51±20 482±36 1,814±21
1.2825 216±15 12±18 460±37 1,778±23
1.3175 212±17 -26±21 473±33 1,765±20
1.3525 186±10 63±26 353±34 1,669±26
1.3875 167±10 -51±26 313±30 1,620±25
1.4225 162±11 -11±21 320±36 1,607±30
1.4575 206± 7 23±13 394±36 1,646±26
1.4925 228± 9 -6±17 439±33 1,657±22
1.5275 244± 5 -3±17 458±35 1,664±23
1.5625 306± 8 -8±11 595±36 1,728±20
1.5975 309±12 -9±12 614±37 1,723±20
1.6325 344±17 -12±12 732±42 1,772±20

PC, phase curve; ppm, parts per million. The peak offset is with respect to the
fixed time of mid-eclipse, as determined from a white-light-curve fit. We use a
4,520 K stellar Kurucz model when estimating the dayside brightness tempera-
tures (TB).
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Fig. S 1: Spectroscopic phase curves of WASP-43b.Red curves indicate median models
to the blue data points with 1σ uncertainties. The gray regions indicate model 1σ uncertainty
regions.
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Fig. S 2: Phase-resolved emission spectrum of WASP-43b relative to the stellar flux. To
generate this map, we apply bi-cubic interpolation betweenour 15 best-fit spectroscopic phase
curve models. The eight contour lines are evenly spaced fromminimum to maximum planet
emission.
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Fig. S3: Emission spectra of WASP-43b at fifteen binned orbital phases. Although the data
are subdivided into sixteen bins, the last bin occurs duringtransit (phase = 0.0), when we have
no information about the planet’s thermal emission. Red lines indicate median models to the
blue data points with 1σ uncertainties. The gray regions indicate model 1σ uncertainty regions.
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Fig. S 4: Thermal profiles of WASP-43b at fifteen binned orbital phases.Red curves de-
pict median thermal profiles with gray 1σ uncertainty regions for the assumed parameterization
of the retrieval. The dashed black curves are the WFC3 bandpass-averaged thermal emission
contribution functions at each orbital phase. These contribution functions illustrate the atmo-
spheric depths at which the observations probe. Therefore,the temperature retrieval results are
most reliable within the pressure levels encompassed by thecontribution functions. We infer
temperatures outside of these regions based on the thermal profile parameterization and not by
any explicit use of priors.
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Fig. S 5: A comparison between the retrieved dayside and self-consistent temperature
profiles. The solid red curve and gray region represent the median and 1σ uncertainty limits
of the retrieved temperature profile from the WASP-43b secondary-eclipse data. The dashed
black curve is the averaged thermal emission contribution function over the WFC3 bandpass.
The dotted black curves are the temperature profiles computed from a self-consistent radiative
equilibrium model (27). They represent, from cool to hot respectively, 4π (full planet) heat
redistribution, 2π (dayside only) heat redistribution, and the substellar point. The retrieved
thermal profile is consistent with the latter two radiative equilibrium models over the regions
probed by these observations and best fits the self-consistent temperature profile at the substellar
point. This suggests that the retrieval is heavily weightedtowards fluxes from the substellar
point and that the planet’s day-night heat redistribution is inefficient, in accordance with the
phase curve.
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Fig. S 6: Longitudinally-resolved brightness temperatures at fifteen spectrophotometric
channels. Red lines indicate median models and gray regions depict 1σ uncertainty regions.
We generate these models by inverting 1,000 phase curves perspectroscopic channel from our
DEMCMC analysis into longitudinally-dependent light curves by way of a least-squares min-
imizer, computing the brightness temperatures for each model at every longitude, and then
estimating the asymmetric uncertainty regions about the median. Near the night side, all of
the uncertainties extend down to 0 K, thus indicating no lower constraints on the night-side
temperatures. The apparent dips in the median fits near the expected peak hotspots (∼0◦) in
some channels is a byproduct of our five-parameter sinusoidal model parameterization and is
not physical. Within the water band, the strong dayside emission in combination with the ab-
sence of measured flux on the planet’s night-side create a steep temperature gradient near the
terminator. Our primary-mode (lower-frequency) sinusoidachieves a good fit to the steep gradi-
ent but over-predicts the dayside temperature plateau. Thesecondary-mode (higher-frequency)
sinusoid negates the primary at its peak to create a flattenedmodel. Over-dampening at the
peaks is what causes these apparent dips. With additional terms we can achieve more realisitic
fits; however, according to the BIC, the quality of the data doesnot warrant more complex
sinusoidal models.
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Fig. S 7: Dayside thermal emission contribution function of WASP-43b. The function
is computed using the median values from the secondary-eclipse retrieval. Red indicates the
pressure levels at which the optical depth is unity. These regions have the most significant
contribution to the wavelength-dependent emission. Blue indicates regions with negligible con-
tribution to the total emission. At high pressures, the column of gas is too dense for the slant
rays to penetrate and, at low pressures, the column density is too low for the gas to signifi-
cantly impact the spectrum. Black circles signify the pressure level at peak contribution in each
spectrophotometric channel and vertical lines represent the full-width at half maximum. The
dayside emission emanates primarily between 0.01 and 1 bar.White squares with 1σ uncertain-
ties represent the phase-curve peak offsets from Table S2 (scaling on right axis). Despite the
outliers, there is a visible correlation between the dayside thermal emission contribution levels
and phase-curve peak offsets as a function of wavelength.
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Fig. S8: Correlation between the dayside thermal emission contribution level and phase-
curve peak offset.The vertical error bars represent the full-width at half maxima from Fig. S7
and the horizontal error bars are 1σ peak offset uncertainties from Table S2. We use orthogo-
nal distance regression to fit a linear model (black line) to the 12 good channels (blue squares)
and measure a slope with a significance of 5.6σ with respect to the null hypothesis (no corre-
lation). These data have a Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient of -0.85, where 0 is
no correlation and -1 is total inverse correlation. We use Chauvenet’s criterion on the measured
peak offsets to identify the three white squares as outliers. This can be seen in Fig. S7 where
the 1.2825, 1.3525, and 1.3875µm channels do not have peak offsets that vary smoothly with
wavelength as influenced by the broad water feature. At higher atmospheric pressures, we de-
tect a stronger deviation in the phase-curve peak offset relative to the time of secondary eclipse.
This trend qualitatively matches the predictions of three-dimensional circulation models.
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Movie S 1: Time-lapse video of WASP-43b over one planet rotation.The left and right
panels display the phase-resolved emission spectrum and thermal profile, respectively, with 1σ
uncertainty regions. There is a broad water absorption feature from 1.35 to 1.6µm. The rotating
spheres depict longitudinally-resolved brightness temperature maps in three spectrophotometric
channels. The video is also available athttp://astro.uchicago.edu/∼kbs/wasp43b.html.
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